
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 10:40 PM PT 
To: Ed Bertolas 
Cc: rest; Detective Dan Pearce; 'Rupa Wasi Eco Lodge; Dr. Laura Family; 
JRK@class-action-law.com; United States Justice Department; Office of the Israeli 
Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; Leutenant 
William Kemery - San Diego Sheriffs Department Internal Affairs Unit; Sargent 
Jensen - San Diego Police Harbor Department; Michael Lombardi - FBI; Kenneth 
Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; 
Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Rush 
Limbaugh; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Oprah; Kathy-
Louse-Gevisser-Danziger; 60m@cbsnews.com; TheTonightShow@nbc.com; 
oreilly@foxnews.com; nikkifinke@deadlinehollywood.com; Alan M. Dershowitz - 
Harvard University Law School; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big 
Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Nicholas 
Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Heather Estudillo - MADD 
[Mothers Against Drunk Driving] - Victim Services Specialist; Larry King Live; 
President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN PRACTICING FLIPPING ME OFF?- did i 
just hear pin drop?- tomorrow-around the world in 80 days-fdr-biggest problem- be 
careful what you wish for-take your pick!- the most dangerous person in 
America...---... 
 
That didn’t answer why a 9-year old has an email address, but I might as well leave 
it alone. 
 
Why doesn’t your wife have her own email address? 
 
Come to think of it I thought, purely from your behavior, that you were divorced? 
 
Can we end this now!  
 
I have just had the most delicious stir fried vegetarian dinner and would like to 
relax a little before responding to Alvero. 
 
if you are interested I can have Adam Tucker who despite being busy moving in to 
his own space as well as preparing for his date tomorrow night and then his 
“dream” lunch date that he now tells me is not next week but the following week 
when this “stunning, intelligent, beautiful, modelesque, 5 foot 10, 21-year old 
Slovakian, is done with her finals, could find the time to email you the recipe. 
 
And since you are interested Veronica has a Saudi Arabian graduate student 
boyfriend with a job waiting for him back in Riyadh along with apparently “rich 
friends”, making her available to join Adam permanently in Machu Picchu, Peru. 
 
Not to mention, Adam who has just been through possibly the fastest recorded 
divorce in history, may very well experience the fastest “love match” in recorded 



history although I would argue differently and I suspect so would each of us 
fortunate to have found what we justly deserve. 
 
Each of us knows perfectly well we get our just deserve 24/7. 
 
Of course we are watched also 24/7; the Internet just makes it that much easier to 
explain, at least for me to explain perfectly clear. 
 
Ps – You seem a little eager to use your “middle finger”, hitting the “e” in what was 
meant to be the thrust of the email. 
 
How long have you been practicing flipping me off? 
 
I have taken the liberty of highlighting the word. 
 
[Word count 309] 
 

____________________________________ 

From: Ed Bertolas [mailto:bertolas@ix.netcom.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 8:11 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: DID I JUST HEAR A PIN DROP?- tomorrow-around the world in 80 days-fdr-
biggest problem- be careful what you wish for-take your pick!- the most dangerous person in 
America...---... 
 

My wife usually grabs the email after a certain hour or if the kids are in school ..........and that 
clears that .........Now if u email her one more time I am going to being you down ........that you 
could bank on ......... 
  

Ed 
 

----- Original Message -----  
From: Gary S Gevisser  
To: 'Ed Bertolas'  
Cc: rest; Dan Pearce 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 8:00 PM 
Subject: DID I JUST HEAR A PIN DROP?- tomorrow-around the world in 80 days-
fdr-biggest problem- be careful what you wish for-take your pick!- the most 
dangerous person in America...---... 
 
Are you familiar with our court victory on October 24th, 2002, Superior Court Judge 
Hendrix presiding? 
 
Why would you assume that I would purposefully want to have a conversation with 
a 9 year old? 
 
Why does a 9-year old have her own email address? Seems bizarre. 
 



Why would a father include his 9-year old daughter’s email address in a very adult 
topic, “Our military and our nature and pride”? 
 
Lets now look at this email you sent out that included your 9-year old daughter’s 
email address in the “To” section along with 7 others, as well as 25 odd, including 
me and Detective Dan Pearce, in the “Cc” section. Curious behavior for such a 
seemingly protective father?  
 
Did I just hear a pin drop? 
 

From: Ed Bertolas [mailto:bertolas@ix.netcom.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2007 9:07 AM 
To: Valentin; Terren Peizer; Phil Radlick; Isabelle Bertolas; Christopher Marlett; Jim Cox; 
TORREY BASSETT 
Cc: Thomas Abt; steve mccurry; russ garneau; Robinson, Tony; Noble, Dan; Luciano 
Biada; John Schindler; John Betts; Jane Ricci; jan dickinson; Hugo Camacho; Greg 
McCartney; Gary S Gevisser; erika marquez; E J; Deb Tinelli; David Cox; Dave Byrne; 
Dan Pearce; Carol Baird; Bob Crescenzo; Larry W. Hamilton; wWlliam Hochfeld 
Subject: Our military and our nature and pride  
Importance: High 
 

Subject: International affairs 
 

When in England at a fairly large conference, Colin Powell was asked by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury if our plans for Iraq were just an example of 
'empire building' by George Bush. 
 

He answered by saying, "Over the years, the United States has sent many of 
its fine young men and women into great peril to fight for freedom beyond 
our borders. The only amount of land we have ever asked for in return is 
enough to bury those that did not return." 
 
It became very quiet in the room. 
         ************** 
 
 

Then there was a conference in France where a number of international 
engineers were taking part, including French and American. During a break 
one of the French engineers came back into the room saying "Have you 
heard the latest dumb stunt Bush has done? He has sent an aircraft carrier to 
Indonesia to help the tsunami victims. What does he intended to do, bomb 
them?" 
 
 

A Boeing engineer stood up and replied quietly: "Our carriers have three 
hospitals on board that can treat several hundred people; they are nuclear 
powered and can supply emergency electrical power to shore facilities; they 
have three cafeterias with the capacity to feed 3,000 people three meals a 



day, they can produce several thousand gallons of fresh water from sea 
water each day, and they carry half a dozen helicopters for use in 
transporting victims and injured to and from their flight deck.. We have 
eleven such ships; how many does France have?" 
 
Once again, dead silence. 
         ***************** 
 
 

A U.S. Navy Admiral was attending a naval conference that included Admirals 
from the U.S. , English, Canadian, Australian and French Navies. At a cocktail 
reception, he found himself standing with a large group of Officers that 
included personnel from most of those countries. Everyone was chatting 
away in English as they sipped their drinks but a French admiral suddenly 
complained that, 'whereas Europeans learn many languages, Americans learn 
only English.' He then asked, 'Why is it that we always have to speak English 
in these conferences rather than speaking French?' 
 

 

Without hesitating, the American Admiral replied 'Maybe its because the 
Brits, Canadians, Aussies and Americans arranged it so you wouldn't have to 
speak German.' 
 
You could have heard a pin drop! 

 
[Word count 587] 
 

______________________________ 

From: Ed Bertolas [mailto:bertolas@ix.netcom.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 7:10 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Cc: Dan Pearce 
Subject: Re: TOMORROW-around the world in 80 days-fdr-biggest problem- be careful what 
you wish for-take your pick!- the most dangerous person in America...---... 
 

Ur a loser a putz and schmuck a schnook and an outcast nothing Dan Pearce is not aware of 
......I am sure you will make his monday as you are now harassing in emails no less a little girl 
......Police do not like predators so you better not only get your counsel but you better start 
raising bail money too ! 
  

Ed 
 

----- Original Message -----  
From: Gary S Gevisser  
To: Ed Bertolas  
Cc: rest  
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 6:52 PM 
Subject: TOMORROW-around the world in 80 days-fdr-biggest problem- be careful what you 
wish for-take your pick!- the most dangerous person in America...---... 



 

Furthermore, I suggest Detective Pearce encourages you to forward all our 
communications “back and forth”, not just those today, to the last Mrs. Ed Bertolas. 
 
One more thing.  
 
Effective immediately tomorrow, you will be forced to go to www.just3ants.com to 
get my insight and analysis of the important events of the day or spend the time 
picking up carefully placed pennies, take your pick! 
 
I just noticed that my partner Alvero from Rupa Wasi, Machu Picchu, Peru just 
emailed me, “hello”. I was having a hard time reaching him by phone earlier. It is 
possible that tall, relatively very well balanced, very good looking and very in-shape 
Alvero who you can see below about to serve my gorgeous breakfast, lunch and 
dinner and everywhere in between French-Canadian wife a most delicious and very 
healthy "vegatairan" [sic] meal, is out of the country. 
 

 
Right now would be the most excellent time to book Condor House where MDG and 
I last stayed. Don’t be afraid to ask Alvero and Co. to play their Didgeridoos. They 
might should you have someone really beautiful joining you come to your room at 
the very top of Condor House with the very best view of the awesome ruins of 
Machu Picchu. 



 
Then again you are not the only one receiving this very heavily broadcasted 
communiqué. 
 
Should you complete the edits and additions of my forthcoming heavily broadcasted 
communiqué to John Da , I will try and remember to include your email address in 
the response. 
 
Again, make a very detailed note in your calendar, that from midnight tonight you 
just need focus on nothing else but those carefully placed pennies. 
 

[Word count 273]  

______________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 5:43 PM 
To: Ed Bertolas 
Cc: rest  
Subject: AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS-fdr-biggest problem- be careful what 
you wish for-take your pick!- the most dangerous person in America...---... 
 
I will do more than take your threats, “under advisement”; additionally, I am taking 
the liberty of strongly suggesting that, at the same time I do my very best to 
remove your and your X’s child’s email address from my email list, you to 
immediately back up your hard drive. 
 
Let me know when this is done so that I can update my records on 
www.just3ants.com. 



 
 
BTW, I will pass on your Hanukah gift and leave it up to God. 
 
[Word count 80] 
 

_________________________________ 

From: Ed Bertolas [mailto:bertolas@ix.netcom.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 5:25 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Cc: Dan Pearce 
Subject: Re: FDR-BIGGEST PROBLEM - be careful what you wish for-take your pick!- the most 
dangerous person in America...---... 
Importance: High 
 

U have the audacity to email my kid again ?   Look now u have gone over the edge and I asked 
you very nicely to stay away ........Now you have outsmarted yourself and being you have 
identified where you live perhaps the good Detective Pearce will want to make sure you get a 
visit for under age harrassment this time . I do not need to "inform" you of a damn thing ........I 
told you numerous times it was a mistake to have you sent that message with all my personal 
and business related emails in the cc and the to ........U better not email my wife or my child 
again ...........no counsel will be needed . 
  

How about that for a Hannukah gift . 
  

Ed 
 

____________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 5:22 PM 
To: 'Ed Bertolas' 
Cc: rest; Dan Pearce'; Dr. Laura Family; JRK@class-action-law.com 
Subject: $ hit List - RE:  
 

As you know, you were more than a little slow in informing me that you shared your 9 year old 

daughter’s email address with me. Her mother is in the process of getting my response and I believe I 

included you in the blind copy section. 

 

Thank you for reminding me to add your name to the “$ hit List”. 

 

Send me the name of your legal counsel. 

 

________________________________ 

From: Ed Bertolas [mailto:bertolas@ix.netcom.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 4:10 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject:  
 



Now gary my 9 yr old does not need to get your email ......So if u do it again I will have to take 
action with the Cetective so save your self a suit and possible jail time and back off .  
  

Ed Bertolas 

___________________________- 

  

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 5:13 PM 
To: Isabelle Bertolas; 'bertolas@ix.netcom.com' 
Cc: rest; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Diana 
Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over 
Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Dr. John K. Pollard - 
JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Dr. Laura Family; Dad; 
Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Tefo Mohapi; Whitman Knapp Esq. - 
Office of Attorney General; JRK@class-action-law.com; 
jeff.rabin@latimes.com; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; 
Shunit (E-mail); Sidney Abelski Esq.; Office of the Israeli Defense 
Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; Joyce Kwan 
- nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American 
Cartel [DAAC]; United States Justice Department; Fred Deluca - Founder-co-
owner Subway; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Doppelt 
Esq; US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; 
Charles Ferguson - Producer-Director-Writer No End In Sight; 
amartinezjerez@hbs.edu; Gerard Arpey - American Airlines - President and 
Chief Operating Officer ; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Augusto Benito 
Vargis; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard 
University Law School; tribe@law.harvard.edu; Tricia - Travel China Guide; 
Andes Abril - US Holocaust Memorial Museum Mid-Atlantic Regional Director; 
Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar 
Association; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, 
President Yale University; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: FDR-BIGGEST PROBLEM - be careful what you wish for-take your 
pick!- the most dangerous person in America...---... 
 
I assume you are related to Ed Bertolas? 
 
Why wouldn’t Ed have informed me of this child? 
 
Is this child old enough to be told about Auschwitz? 
 
Earlier, at 2:07 PM, I heard from our friend and guide Augusto Benito Vargis 
over in Cusco, Peru. 
 
Augusto writing in English ended with: 
 

i need something for my son future. 
 



I am still ready to do something for my country in spite the 
danger and to lose time since the next week i will try to review 

my e-mail more often so please let me know what we need to make 
and what are our plans. 
 

greetings. 
 
 

Augusto. 
 
I am currently working on that plan that so far contains 8,863 odd 

words. 
 
My plan is to first send it to John Dau, a leader of the Lost Boys of 

the Sudan, and possibly as many as 5,000 individuals who know better 
than to visit my one website wwwjust3ants.com where every hit, forget 
unique hits, count and so very possibly add to US$23.88 in donations 

and to get each and every one of their comments before then 
broadcasting it over the Internet starting with US Military websites; 
and of course you can be assured I will run it by the Mossad even if 

the Office of the Department of Israeli Defense Attache at the Israeli 
Embassy in Washington DC, is no longer officially receiving the emails 
they acknowledge receiving. 

 
Below is the draft of the first 2,740 words. Please when returning it 
make all edits and suggestion in the color red. The title is, FDR-

BIGGEST PROBLEM 
 

ONCE YOU START QUESTIONING, WHERE DO YOU STOP? 
 

GEVISSER REPORT 
 
HEALINE NEWS - US$23.88 - Total donations to www.just3ants.com 
 
Reason for continuing: That ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report 
that I, Gary Gevisser, was the first to broadcast, and still the only one 
mentioning it time and again, with of course the Mossad’s approval, has a lot 
to do with why you choose smartly to continue reading on. Once you allow 
one monopoly that can create their own identical monopoly, it is just a 
question of time before you stop questioning how it is possible to stop a 
company like Google from becoming a monopoly given how they also have so 
much money. 
 
John, 
 
I understand better than most the value of time.  
 
By now, as you see the US$ not only dropping in value, but with no way to 
recover, actually collapsing; you have got to see that your good intentions 



and hard work here in the United States of America, will very soon, not be 
enough to allow you to continue to support your brothers at home in Sudan. 
 
Not to mention that scene in your dark movie-documentary, GOD GREW 
TIRED OF US, so much subliminal  stuff going on, it can play havoc with the 
mind, a terrible thing to lose.  
 
You actually show an angry side to you, throwing up your hands, fed up with 
your brothers crying out from the other side of the phone for you to keep 
sending them money, money, money, and lots of it; US Dollars of course, 
and you having to remind them of how hard, hard, hard, you were working, 
day and night, in out, wondering if the TNT settings on that big bomb being 
carried by the one member of the Flotilla 13 on September 5th, 1997 had 
been tinkered with right before the operation began on foreign soil. 
 
Oil never once a major consideration for Israel given the founders of the 
State of Israel, in addition to on occasion reading tea leaves, clearly able to 
read in between the lines, all the while focusing their attention on messages 
being delivered to the masses. 
 
Nothing quite getting the attention of the Jewish Underground fighting both 
the Nazis in Palestine for a Jewish Homeland as well as the one second front 
they opened in Europe to help weaken the resolve of both the British and 
American Nazis in complete and total control of both the world’s military mite 
as well as the minds of the masses who remember, will more likely fall victim 
to a big lie than a small lie, than President Franklin D. Roosevelt and a U.S. 
Military Attache in the most “picture perfect, a picture tells a thousand 
words” photo shoot giving joker House of Saud Ibn Saud the “thumbs up” on 
February 14th, 1945 when just 12 days earlier the entire world was informed 
of the Soviet Red Army liberating Auschwitz. 
 
Yes, who knew what and when did they know it? 
 
Let me spell it out. 
 
It was all over the newswires, Russian soldiers covering their mouths. 
 
It was all over for the Jewish people of Europe when De Beers let President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt know that had to “walk a fine line” helped by the fact 
that he had a wheelchair. 
 
Cutting and pasting from The Diamond Invention: Chapter 9, DIAMONDS 
FOR HITLER, subtitle, THE SECRET WAR REPORT OF THE OSS/CIA 
 

In Washington, D.C., the administration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt began to hold 

emergency meetings about diamonds in 1940 when Hitler's armies swept across Europe 

in a blitzkrieg and threatened to invade England. The possibility had to be at least 

considered that England, like France, might be overrun or surrender. In that event, the 



world diamond stockpile would fall into Hitler's hands. Since the United States had less 

than one year's supply of industrial diamonds, the loss of De Beers' stockpile would make 

it difficult, if not impossible, to continue the war. The economic planners for the war 

estimated that the United ,States needed at least 6.5 million carats of industrial diamonds 

to convert its factories to war production. 

 

When apprized of this critical shortage in diamonds, President Roosevelt ordered the War 

Production Board, which had the responsibility for mobilizing the American economy for 

war, to buy the necessary 6.5 million carats from De Beers. De Beers, however, had other 

interests to consider. Its entire system for monopolizing diamonds depended on its 

controlling the available stockpile. Transferring a large portion of the stockpile from 

London to New York City, where it would be out of its control, ran counter to the De 

Beers logic. 

 

Even though the Americans persisted in the negotiations for the diamonds, they found 

that Sir Ernest Oppenheimer personally opposed any transfer of diamonds to the United 

States. He argued that if the United States had its own stockpile, and the war suddenly 

ended, it might release the diamonds and undercut the entire world order that he had so 

laboriously constructed. Moreover, he held that the United States had sufficient diamonds 

for present needs, and that De Beers would continue its delivery of diamonds to 

American manufacturers on a monthly basis. In one letter, he characterized the American 

demand for a stockpile as "farcical." 

 

The Americans were dismayed by this intransigence. In an official Justice Department 

memorandum, the War Production Board expressed incredulity at the fact that "the 

leaders of the syndicate are intentionally risking the war production of the allies." 

President Roosevelt, disturbed by this development, ordered the State Department to 

intervene directly with Winston Churchill's war cabinet in London. 

 
I am now going to help you with the math as you place in the back of your 
mind; one, devout Christian, brilliant Field Marshall Jan Smuts who had a 
Kibbutz in Israel named after him in 1932 was not only a member of 
Churchill’s war cabinet, Smuts was second-in-command to Churchill and 
would have taken over from Churchill had he become physically incapacitated 
or better yet died from his alcoholism; second, that I am going to be giving 
you what I think should be your action plan while not upsetting your plans 
for the forthcoming week. 
 
Cutting and pasting from The Diamond Invention: Chapter 9, DIAMONDS 
FOR HITLER, subtitle, THE SECRET WAR REPORT OF THE OSS/CIA 
 

The strategic importance of diamonds became acutely clear to both the Allies and Axis 

powers with the approach of the Second World War in 1939. Only diamonds were hard 

enough to stamp out the millions of precision parts that were necessary for mass-

producing airplane engines, torpedoes, tanks, artillery and the other weapons of war. 

Only diamonds could be used to draw the fine wire needed for radar and the electronics 

of war. Only diamonds could provide the jeweled bearings necessary for the stabilizers, 

gyroscopes and guidance systems for submarines and planes. Only diamonds could 

provide the abrasives necessary for rapidly converting civilian industries into a war 



machine. Without a continuing supply of diamonds, the war machine would rapidly slow 

to a halt. Yet, nearly all the diamond mines remained closed, and De Beers controlled 

the world supply of diamonds. Obtaining these industrial diamonds thus became a 

paramount objective for both the United States and Hitler's Germany. 
 
Not to mention I heard earlier from Augusto Benito Vargis, a very well 
educated, strong minded as well as very physically fit Peruvian Inka trail 
guide who my equally well educated, strong minded and very physically fit 
French-Canadian wife and I first met in the summer of 2002; Augusto, 
writing in very easy to understand English, ending: 
 

i need something for my son future. 

 
I am still ready to do something for my country in spite the 
danger and to lose time since the next week i will try to review 

my e-mail more often so please let me know what we need to make 
and what are our plans. 
 

greetings. 
 
Augusto. 

 
So as you visualize the in much better shape walking corpses trotting around 
on February 2nd 1945, careful not to trip when leapfrogging the heaps of 
stacked corpses waiting patiently, thank you, for the bulldozers to arrive, not 
quite as bad as having to dig your own grave and then guarded over as you 
are given the free choice to starve to death at the same time as dying of 
thirst in order to save a US-DeBeers-Nazi bullet, I have helped you compute 
the number of murdered just in Auschwitz alone between 1939 and February 
2nd, 1945. 
 
Again let me help you with the math., hard to distinguish the walking corpses 
from those the Nazis left in too much of a hurry amongst . 
 
Hitler was never close to being the genius Madison Avenue and Hollywood did 
quite an excellent job of portraying. 
 
And nor was he in the least bit mad, just an opportunist with a Little Corporal 
stripe that meant only something to his backers looking for a lonely, 
desperate, out of work, failed artist painter, poor paperhanger, down to 
painting the sides of cattle cars where those humans trapped inside could 
really and truly care less about, to be their next despot; sending the loudest, 
clearest message to the likes of David Ben Gurion and Co. that this joke of 
joke Hitler’s replacement would be that much more bolder when spelling out, 
“The end of the cowardly Jewish race is in sight”. 
 
Once a coward, always a coward no matter how one chooses to sugarcoat it. 
 



Once a sellout always a sellout, who will seek out the company of those they 
know to be that much worse. 
 
When you look at this photo below of me, the youngest alongside my two 
brothers would you say we look in any way, shape or form cowardly? 
 

 
Do my “chicken legs” bother you to the point that you might think you jump 
over more than 4 barrels on ice 

 
Bearing in mind I did once clear 7, but at times even fell when just trying to 
clear 5, so much so that towards the tail end of this one ice show, Around the 
World in 80 Days, I stopped trying to even clear 6. 
 



Secret Society. World Order. Secret Society envisioned very clearly by De 
Beers founder Cecil Rhodes who didn’t have any trouble convincing United 
States Wall Street Banker J.P. Morgan to finance Cecil Rhodes Secret Society. 
 
New World Order. How many times have not only US Americans heard this 
thinking it was something we the citizens of the world could look forward to 
in our “old age”. 
 
Look again at the legs of those 3 Gevisser boys, none of whom are gay, but 
you may agree also with my wife MDG that they are “gay, happy legs”. 
 
All those pairs of legs have today a whole lot more muscle and trust me 
there is more above, capable of doing a whole lot of good for those like 
Augusto Benito Vargis and his wife Patricia and their young son whose future 
is looking brighter with each tick of the clock, wouldn’t you agree? 
 
Most would agree that over a million innocent, good, hard working family 
people, men, women and children were exterminated from the time 
Auschwitz was first built in May 20th, 1940 and February 2nd 1945. Over 90% 
Jewish people. 
 
Again let me painstakingly and patiently help you with the math. 
 
Cutting and pasting Wikipedia -Auschwitz 

 
In September 1941, the SS conducted poison gas tests in block 11, killing 850 
Poles and Soviets using cyanide. The first experiment took place on 3 
September 1941, and killed 600 Soviet POWs. The substance producing the 
highly lethal cyanide gas was sold under the trade name Zyklon B, originally for 
use as a pesticide used to kill lice. The tests were deemed successful, and a gas 
chamber and crematorium were constructed by converting a bunker. This gas 
chamber operated from 1941 to 1942, during which time some 60,000 people 
were killed therein; it was then converted into an air-raid shelter for the use of the 
SS. This gas chamber still exists, together with the associated crematorium, 
which was reconstructed after the war using the original components, which 
remained on-site. 
 
The first women arrived in the camp on March 26, 1942. From April 1943 to May 
1944, the gynecologist Prof. Dr. Carl Clauberg conducted sterilization 
experiments on Jewish women in block 10 of Auschwitz I, with the aim of 
developing a simple injection method to be used on the Slavic people. These 
experiments consisted largely of determining the effects of the injection of caustic 
chemicals into the uterus. This was extremely painful and many died during and 
shortly after. Dr. Josef Mengele, who is well known for his experiments on twins 
and dwarfs in the same complex, was the camp "doctor". He regularly performed 
gruesome experiments such as castration without anesthetics. Prisoners in the 
camp hospital who were not quick to recover were regularly killed by a lethal 
injection of phenol. 
 



Did I lose you when discussing the finger pointing that began that fateful day 
some 10 years to the day this past September 5th. 
 
How would you possibly know whether it was in fact an Israeli Air Force 
engineer who got distracted. 
 
It is a very long email, John, some 9 odd thousand words. 
 
But you must remember what you were doing when Arab TV began 
broadcasting half the head of the Flotilla 13 commando mostly likely the one 
carrying the big bomb. 
 
I had other interesting things going on in my mind at the time but today it is 
a different story as each us reflects back and forth on most of all the fact 
that a statistically relevant number of us have less time remaining than we 
had just yesterday; in fact we can all agree even a baby born yesterday has 
less time remaining today than it had the day before. 
 
I was though, “brought up to speed” perhaps even quicker than you who was 
in Sudan and possibly picked up the smell of burning human entrails caused 
by that unmistakable breakdown in Israeli Military intelligence, just by 
concentrating on the shifting sands. 
 
Even so you most likely were able to distance yourself from the carnage of 
11 of the best of Israeli Special Forces commandos including their unit 
commander given how you had your own survival thing going and couldn’t be 
bothered, no different now. 
 
Right now though, I have your attention to the point that you must surely 
want to know at least how the minds of the most senior members of Israeli 
Military Intelligence work especially when things go wrong and the only 
concern is the next operation already underway and what impact such 
breakdown in intelligence might have making the analysis of what could go 
wrong on each and every future operation all the way through to this very 
moment increasingly more difficult with the passage of time. 
 
This hyperlink below taking you to fairly informative analysis of a more 
recent Flotilla 13 operation, might have you thinking more about the impact 
of that half head and other body parts of Flotilla 13 commandos displayed on 
Arab TV some 10 years ago and at the same time realize that a Flotilla 13 
commando less than a year prior had flown out from Israel to assist me in 
Florida where I was going up against Fred Deluca, founder of Subway who 
was taking on Dr. MaryRose Cusimano PhD while managing to scare off the 
entire the United States Congress given his access to Bill Clinton’s Arkansas 
Rose law firm, Rose employing both Attorney General Hubble and Hilary. 
 
http://www.waronline.org/en/analysis/pal_weapons.htm 
 



Google: BIGGEST PROBLEM IN FRANCHISING – FORTUNE MAGAZINE – 
MARCH 1998 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/FDeluca-
Fortune%20March%2016%201998.htm 
 
You would possibly know that people exposed to TNT over a prolonged period 
tend to experience anemia and abnormal liver functions. Blood and liver 
effects, spleen enlargement and other harmful effects on the immune system 
have also been found in animals that ingested or breathed trinitrotoluene. 
There is evidence that TNT adversely affects male fertility, and TNT is listed 
as a possible human carcinogen. Consumption of TNT produces red urine 
through the presence of breakdown products and not blood as sometimes 
believed. 
 
How much do you believe when researching stuff on Wikipedia versus what 
you hear from me who doesn’t hide behind anything other the blowing skirt 
of my so sweet smelling, beyond belief creamiest of creamy tasting French-
Canadian wife, assuming Marie Dion Gevisser allows me to assert control 
over her 51% interest. 

 
Interesting is a word…. 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 

From: Isabelle Bertolas 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 4:06 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser; bertolas@ix.netcom.com 

Subject: Re: BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR-take your pick!- the most 
dangerous person in America...---... 
 

Can you please remove isabelle e-mail 
form your list.   
 

She is a child and this e-mail is not appropriate.  
Please do not just assume that is ok to e-mail an 



address that you have received from another group 
e-mail list.     Isabelle's Mom 

 

 

 

 


